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Who We Are

Boston Consulting Group partners with leaders in business and society to tackle their most

important challenges and capture their greatest opportunities. BCG was the pioneer in

business strategy when it was founded in 1963. Today, we help clients with total

transformation-inspiring complex change, enabling organizations to grow, building

competitive advantage, and driving bottom-line impact.

To succeed, organizations must blend digital and human capabilities. Our diverse, global

teams bring deep industry and functional expertise and a range of perspectives to spark

change. BCG delivers solutions through leading-edge management consulting along with

technology and design, corporate and digital ventures—and business purpose. We work in a

uniquely collaborative model across the firm and throughout all levels of the client

organization, generating results that allow our clients to thrive.

BCG Platinion

As a seamlessly integrated part of the BCG network, we provide consulting services

focused on the development and implementation of business-critical IT architecture and digital

solutions. We create technology platforms and deliver exceptionally customized solutions of
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the future for our clients, from data strategies to next-generation customer journey solutions and

transformational business models. We solve the most daunting challenges that companies

face today and envision for tomorrow. Our style is entrepreneurial – nimble and innovative,

with multifaceted, cross-functional teams and completely vendor-independent. Our unique

selling proposition is technology expertise and delivery excellence.

Platinion was founded in 2000. Since then, we have grown continuously and successfully.

Today we have offices in Europe, North and South America, Asia Pacific and Africa.

Practice Area Profile

We achieve digital excellence for clients with sustained solutions to the most complex and time-

sensitive challenge.  We guide clients into the future to push the status quo, overcome

tech limitations, and enable our clients to go further in their digital journeys than what has ever

been possible in the past.  At BCG Platinion, we deliver business value through the

innovative use of technology at a rapid pace.  We roll up our sleeves to transform business,

revolutionize approaches, satisfy customers, and change the game through Architecture,

Cybersecurity, Digital Transformation, Enterprise Application and Risk functions.  We

balance vision with a pragmatic path to change transforming strategies into leading-edge

tech platforms, at scale.

What You'll Do

Are you passionate about harnessing the power of Generative AI to solve real-world

problems? As a world-renowned and leading AI Consulting firm, we are actively seeking

hands-on GenAI experts to join The AI Platforms Group.

We are recruiting for a variety of positions, across seniorities, from entry-level to managers. If

you’re ready to take your career to the next level and contribute to the frontier of technology,

apply today! Join us in shaping the future with AI.

The AI Platforms Group is BCG’s global centre for the design and build of AI platforms.



Headquartered in London, we serve our global clients with industry insights, solution

design, platform choice, technology strategy, and AI/GenAI build.

As an AI Solution Architect within our AI Platforms group, you will play an instrumental role in

shaping the future of technology. In close collaboration with our clients, you'll delve into their

unique challenges, designing cutting-edge AI platforms and developing strategic tech solutions

that elevate their use of artificial intelligence and machine learning through Generative AI.

Your role will involve crafting impactful solutions and garnering support for your innovative

ideas. Working alongside fellow BCG case team members, you will transform client potential

into tangible outcomes, partnering with a diverse array of international and leading-edge

clients to enhance their AI and machine learning capabilities with Generative AI.

Our AI Solution Architects possess a hybrid skill set, combining depth of architecture

expertise with hands on execution experience of building solutions. The AI Solution Architect is

a mix of the traditional Solution Architect and AI Engineer roles. In this critical capacity,

you will address complex business issues using state-of-the-art Generative AI and

advanced machine learning techniques.

You will refine your specialized skills to design, develop, and implement strategic AI

architecture solutions, playing a key role in seamlessly integrating these technologies into

existing enterprise frameworks. You will have opportunities to collaborate with world-class

clients on pioneering AI projects in an environment that fosters creativity and intellectual

growth.

You will receive competitive compensation, with a comprehensive benefits package with

extensive professional development and training opportunities in a supportive and

collaborative team setting.

What You'll Bring (Experience &
Qualifications)



A bachelor’s or master’s degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related field.

Preferably with a focus on artificial intelligence, machine learning, or data science

Demonstrated experience in designing, implementing, and deploying AI systems

Proficiency in programming languages such as Python, JavaScipt, TypeScript, or R, and

familiarity with AI development tools and libraries like TensorFlow, PyTorch, LangChain

or LlamaIndex

Knowledge of vector databases and data platforms

Demonstrated ability to lead projects, manage teams, and drive projects to completion

under tight deadlines (Management of teams is only required for Lead Architect level and

not for Architect or Senior Architect levels)

Own problems end-to-end, and are willing to pick up whatever knowledge you're missing

to get the job done to ensure both your team and our clients succeed.

Proficiency in explaining complex AI concepts to non-experts and effectively

collaborating with cross-functional teams.

Skills in designing data models and architectures that support large-scale AI applications

Understanding of and commitment to ethical AI development, including issues of bias,

fairness, and transparency

Lacking some skills but passionate about GenAI and have relevant experience? Please do

still send us your CV for review!
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